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TOSSUPS

1. One of the negotiators of this treaty was a poor peasant abducted from a train station to fill out the delegation, while another described its necessity by stating that sometimes it is "necessary to sacrifice space to gain time". Initially the Russians used delaying tactics to buy time for a potential socialist uprising in Germany or Austro-Hungary, but were eventually forced to give up half their European territories in exchange for a halt to hostilities. FTP, what was this 1918 treaty which ended the Soviet Union's involvement in WWI?
	Answer: Brest-Litovsk

2. This scientist discovered tension receptors in the tendons now known as his "organs" or "tendon spindles". From his studies of different parts of the brain he put forward his theory that there are two types of nerve cells, sensory and motor, and that axons are concerned with the transmission of nerve impulses. His most important work resulted from his technique using silver salts to stain cells, allowing him to produce the first detailed description of the structure of the nervous system, work which was followed up by Santiago Ramon y Cajal, with whom he would share the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine. FTP, who was this Italian biologist who first described a series of flattened membranous cavities in the cytoplasm of cells known as his "apparatus"?
	Answer: Camillo Golgi

3. According to one myth this figure was punished for revealing the secrets of the gods, which he had learned from his mother, the nymph Chariclo, while another story holds he was punished for having watched Athena undressing to bathe. Having lived for seven generations, he once came across two mating snakes, and killed the female one, leading to results that were only undone when he killed the male snake as well. Later, he contradicted Hera’s claim that women derive less pleasure from sex than men, leading Hera to blind him, after which Zeus gave him the powers of prophecy. FTP, who was this blind seer who spent part of his life transformed into a woman?
	Answer: Tiresias

4. A suicide letter written by the maid Rosanna Spearman is an important plot development in this novel, at the end of which the adventurer Mr. Murthwaite reveals the final resting place of the title object, which had been brought to England by John Herncastle. Earlier, it had been placed in a bank by Godfrey Ablewhite and the notorious pawnbroker Luker, who had taken advantage of a side-effect of the laudanum given by Dr. Candy to Franklin Blake to frame him for its theft from Rachel Verinder. Although three mysterious Brahmins are initially accused, the theft is finally solved by Sergeant Cuff. FTP, what is this first English detective novel by Wilkie Collins?
	Answer: The Moonstone

5. Sociologist Robert Michels devised an "iron law" concerning it, which referred to the inevitable tendency of political groups and trade unions to become bureaucratized and conservative, while Gaetano Mosca insisted in "The Ruling Class" that de facto versions of them hold power in all societies. The term was originally used by Aristotle, who considered the quality of rule provided in differentiating it from aristocracy. FTP, what is this political science term referring to the rule of a small, privileged elite?
	Answer: oligarchy (accept oligarchia)

6. After his retirement, this man held celebrated literary salons at his estate Andalusia, having earlier served as editor of "Port Folio", the first US literary journal. While a member of the Pennsylvania state senate from 1814-1818 he wrote his state's rejection of the Hartford Convention amendments. Using expedition logs to write "History of the Expedition of Captains Lewis and Clark", he was appointed by Monroe to compile a digest of foreign legislation affecting US trade, but is best-known for a post he held from 1823-36, when he championed restraint of credit supply, safeguarded government deposits, and stabilized the investment markets. FTP, who was this target of Andrew Jackson as president of the Second Bank of the United States?
	Answer: Nicholas Biddle

7. This work's Prima Secundae section is concerned with general ethical questions, while its third part discusses the salvation of the soul, emphasizing the role of Jesus and the Sacraments. Its opening section concerns the existence and nature of God and the universe, in which the author presents his famous "Five Ways", or proofs, of God existence, and in general it applies Aristotelian logic to problems of Christian doctrine, leading it to become the doctrinal basis for the philosophy of the Roman Catholic Church. FTP, what is this work, the masterpiece of Thomas Aquinas?
	Answer: Summa theologica or Summa totius theologiae

8. One of them says that as the magnetic field is increased, the current increases from zero to a maximum, then returns to zero and reaches a lower maximum, then returns to zero again, and so on. The fourth has applications to high speed computing, and says that if a potential difference is applied, a high-frequency alternating current will flow through the junction, while the first two say that when two superconducting materials are separated by a thin layer of insulating material, a supercurrent can flow through the barrier, but that when the current exceeds a critical value only normal tunneling will occur. FTP, what are these electrical effects named for the man who shared with Esaki and Giaver the Physics Nobel Prize in 1973?
	Answer: Josephson effects

9. Andrei Markov illustrated his discovery of Markov chains by calculating the alteration of vowels and consonants in this novel. Having discovered the shallowness and artificiality of her beloved while browsing through his library, Tatyana Larina soon marries Prince Gremin. The protagonist, having originally turned down Tatyana's overtures, went on to kill his friend, the poet Lensky, in a duel, but after becoming captivated by Tatyana's newly-found eminence in society, declares his love, only to be rejected. FTP, what is this verse novel by Alexander Pushkin?
	Answer: Eugene Onegin

10. This man once killed several terrorists by donning a dress with grenades for breasts and with explosives in his handbag. Originally named Brog, he took a name meaning "lightning" and rose to fame for his fearless 1972 raid on a hijacked Belgian airliner. The youngest-ever Israeli army chief-of-staff, he entered politics as interior minister to his mentor Yitzhak Rabin, and after serving as foreign minister to Shimon Peres took control of the Labor Party. FTP, who was this leader decisively defeated for prime minister by Ariel Sharon two years after defeating Benjamin Netanyahu?
	Answer: Ehud Barak (or Brog)

11. The fourth volume of this work consists of a detailed analysis of mountain beauty, while the fifth presents a history of what the author calls “Invention Spiritual”, and analyzes the role of myth in art. Volume two contradicts the stated goal of the work by exalting great artists of the past, while the first volume states that the author’s goal is to prove contemporary artists’ “superiority in the art of landscape painting”, specifically defending the works of J.M.W. Turner. FTP, what is this mammoth work of art criticism by John Ruskin?
	Answer: Modern Painters

12. This compound is made by the reaction of trichloromethanal with chlorobenzene, and has formula (Cl C6 H4)2 CH(C Cl 3). A colorless organic crystalline compound, it is stable, accumulates in the soil, and concentrates in fatty tissue, reaching dangerous levels in carnivores high in the food chain. The best-known of the chlorine-containing pesticides used extensively in agriculture in the 1940s and 1950s, FTP, what is this compound best-known by its 3 letter abbreviation?
	Answer: DDT (or dichloro-diphenyl-trichloroethane)

13. Based in Shaanxi, this dynasty's rise was aided by their use of cavalry instead of chariots and heavy use of iron weapons. Responsible for the construction of the Grand Canal, standardization of weights and measures, and institution of a strict Legalism, it came to power when the rival eastern Zhou were overthrown by Zheng, who soon took the name Shi Huang-di. In power from 221-206 BCE, FTP, what is this first dynasty to rule over a united China, whose name is the source for the name of China?
	Answer: Ch'in or Qin dynasty

14. Its main melody consists of the eight notes F, E, F, D, E, C, D, and D. Quoted in the Inferno section of Liszt's Dante Symphony, in Rachmaninoff's Isle of the Dead, in Saint-Saens' Danse macabre, and in Berlioz' Symphony Fantastique, it is based on a poem by Thomas Celano, and is often used to symbolize the horror attending death after a sinful life. FTP, what is this part of the Requiem Mass, Latin for "day of wrath"?
	Answer: Dies irae

15. Among the wide range of literary effects used in this play are Wildean epigrams, a lecture on Marxist theory, and a scene written entirely in limericks. Based on a minor incident from Ellmann's Life of Joyce describing an amateur performance of The Importance of Being Earnest, it is set primarily in a Zurich library during WWI, and concerns Henry Carr's memories of conversations between Tristan Tzara, James Joyce, and Vladimir Lenin. FTP, what is this comedy by Tom Stoppard? 
	Answer: Travesties

16. This river's major tributaries include the Aniene, Chiascio, Nestore, Nera, and Paglia. Rising on the slope of Mount Fumaiolo, it flows generally south, and branches out into a delta whose main channels are the Fiumara and the Fiumicino before emptying into the Tyrrhenian Sea near Ostia Antica. Ancient writers held that it was originally named Albula for its whiteness, but was renamed for a king of Alba Longa who drowned in it. FTP, what is this 252 mile long river best-known for flowing through Rome?
	Answer: Tiber (or Fiume Tevere)

17. The protagonist of this novel is prevented from killing himself by his desire to pass on a translucent stone to his daughter Ellen in the hopes that her honesty can redeem his family. Earlier, he had provided his alcoholic friend Danny Taylor the means to drink himself to death so that he could gain valuable land owned by Danny, but soon realized the error of his ways after plotting the deportation of his boss, Alfio Marullo, in order to gain ownership of Alfio's grocery store, all done to try to reestablish his family's preeminence in New Baytown, Long Island. Centering on Ethan Allen Hawley, FTP, what is this John Steinbeck novel which takes its name from the first line of Richard III?
	Answer: The Winter of Our Discontent

18. Burchard I is the first recorded ancestor of this family whose rise can be traced to Margrave Albert's ascension to the position of grand master of the Teutonic Knights, while one member of its Sigmaringen branch became King Carol of Romania in 1881. Starting in 1415 they ruled the electorate of Brandenburg, and in 1701 Frederick I became king of Prussia, remaining in power until William II abdicated as Emperor of the German Empire in 1918. FTP, what is this Prussian princely family, the rivals of the Hohenstaufens?
	Answer: Hohenzollern

19. Acidic compounds, their older name comes from their ability to react with mercury. Named according to the parent hydrocarbon, they are known for their strong disagreeable odor, especially the ethane type, which causes the odor of garlic. They are analogues of alcohols with the oxygen atom replaced by a sulphur atom. Originally named mercaptan, FTP, what are these organic compounds that contain the group -SH?
	Answer: thiols (accept mercaptan or sulphydryl groups)

20. Part Two of this philosophical work is a defense of romantic love and marriage presented by Judge Vilhelm, and is intended as a response to Part One, which contains the writings of a egocentric, melancholy young man, including reflections on Mozart and the famous "Seducer's Diary". Subtitled "A Fragment of Life", it is unclear whether the author meant to endorse one of the two positions or to force the reader to make a radical, existential choice. FTP, what is this first great work by Soren Kierkegaard?
	Answer: Either/Or: A Fragment of Life
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Sure, some people may disagree, but I maintain the best composer who died on the same day as Stalin is definitely Sergei Prokofiev. FTPE, name these works by him.
1. (10 points) This suite is based on a film about Czarist stupidity, in which Nicholas I misreads a military report and concocts the name of a fictitious officer. Its five sections describe Nicholas' aides' desperate attempts to contrive the officer's existence, including his wedding and death.
	Answer: Lieutenant Kije suite
2. (10 points) This cantata consists of seven tonal pictures concerning an event from Russian military history. Its movements include "Russia Under the Mongulian Rule", "The Crusaders in Pskov", "Arise Ye Russian People", and "Field of the Dead".
	Answer: Alexander Nevsky
3. (10 points) Prokofiev wrote his own libretto for this opera based on a novel by Bryusov, which depicts witchcraft and religious hysteria in the 16th century.
	Answer: The Fiery Angel (Ognenny Angel)

FTPE, English playwright.
1. (10 points) This author of The Room, Betrayal, The Birthday Party, and The Caretaker is noted for his use of understatement, silence, and comically menacing situations.
	Answer: Harold Pinter
2. (10 points) In this one act Pinter play Ben and Gus wait in the basement of an old rooming house to murder an as-yet-unknown person. When Gus leaves the room, Ben receives a call on the intercom that he is to kill the first person to enter the room, which happens to be Gus.
	Answer: The Dumb Waiter
3. (10 points) The university professor Teddy brings his wife Ruth to London to meet his father Max and brothers Lenny and Joey. Ruth's presence exposes a complicated tangle of rage and confused sexuality in the family.
	Answer: The Homecoming

FTPE, name the following about a troublemaker.
1. (10 points) As ambassador of the French Revolutionary government, this man outfitted privateers to harass English shipping in 1793 in the hopes of drawing the US into France's war against England.
	Answer: Citizen Edmond Charles Genet
2. (10 points) Citizen Genet also commissioned this man to launch a land attack on New Orleans. He is probably better-known for taking Kaskaskia, Illinois and Fort Vincennes early in the Revolutionary War.
	Answer: George Rogers Clark
3. (10 points) After his removal as ambassador in 1794 Genet was able to stay in the US after becoming the son-in-law of this politician.
	Answer: George Clinton

FTPE, name the following about the abdominal cavity.
1. (10 points) This is the thin layer of tissue that lines the abdominal cavity of vertebrates and covers the abdominal organs.
	Answer: peritoneum
2. (10 points) This is a thin sheet of tissue bounded on each side by peritoneum that anchors the stomach and intestines and contains blood vessels and nerves supplying the gut.
	Answer: mesentery
3. (10 points) This is a tissue consisting of a layer of mesothelium attached to a surface by a thin layer of connective tissue which lines body cavities like the peritoneum and pleura that do not open to the exterior.
	Answer: serous membrane or serosa

FTPE, name these judges of the underworld in Greek myth.
1. (10 points) This lawgiver of Crete is known as the father of Ariadne and Phaedra and for imprisoning the minotaur. On his death he became a judge of the underworld.
	Answer: Minos
2. (10 points) This son of Zeus and Europa and brother of Minos was noted for the impartiality of his judgments while king of the Cyclades.
	Answer: Rhadamanthus
3. (10 points) This pious king of Pythia used his prayers to bring rain to drought-stricken Greece after Pelops murdered Stymphalus. His piety led him to join Minos and Rhadamanthus as a judge of Hades.
	Answer: Aeacus

FTPE, name these rivers.
1. (10 points) Known to the ancients as Borysthenes, this river rises west of Moscow and flows 1,430 miles into the Black Sea. Made navigable by a dam near Zaporizhzhya, it is the chief waterway of Ukraine.
	Answer: Dnieper or Dnipro
2. (10 points) Novosibirsk is a major port on this westernmost of the three great Siberian rivers. 2,300 miles long, it joins its chief tributary, the Irytsh, near Khanty-Mansiysk.
	Answer: Ob
3. (10 points) This 2,500 mile long river forms at the confluence of the Bolshoi and Maly rivers near the Mongolian border and flows north through Siberia into the Kara Sea.
	Answer: Yenisei

FTPE, name these Jewish authors.
1. (10 points) An ordained rabbi, this author often analyzes the incompatibility of the religious and artistic life, as seen in novels like Davita's Harp, The Tree of Here, The Chosen, and My Name is Asher Lev.
	Answer: Chaim Potok (or Herman Harold Potok)
2. (10 points) This short-lived novelist is probably best-known for "Miss Lonelyhearts" and "The Day of the Locust".
	Answer: Nathanael West (or Nathanael Weinstein)
3. (10 points) "The Dean's December", "More Die of Heartbreak" and "Him With His Foot in His Mouth" are recent works by this author of "Mr. Sammler's Planet" and "Humboldt's Gift".
	Answer: Saul Bellow

FTPE, name the following about an ancient battle.
1. (10 points) Previously a successful governor in Syria, this man secured a position as commander on the Rhine through imperial favor, and through unpopular taxation and rulings provoked a rebellion which resulted in his defeat and suicide in 9 AD.
	Answer: Publius Quinctilius Varus
2. (10 points) Varus was ambushed by Germanic tribes in this forest between the Rhine and Elbe, leading to the annihilation of three legions.
	Answer: Teutoburg Forest
3. (10 points) Later assassinated in 21 during war with the Marcommani, this chief of the Cherusci led the forces that defeated Varus at Teutoburg Forest.
	Answer: Arminius

FTPE, name these ways of measuring the concentration of a substance in a solution.
1. (10 points) Also called concentration, this is the amount of substance dissolved per unit volume.
	Answer: molarity
2. (10 points) Symbolized X, this is a measure of the amount of a component A in a mixture, and is given by n sub A divided by capital N, where n sub A is the amount of substance of A and capital N is the total amount of substance of the mixture.
	Answer: mole fraction
3. (10 points) This is the amount of substance per unit mass of solvent.
	Answer: molality or molal concentration

FTPE, name these Renaissance painters.
1. (10 points) "Woman With a Mirror" shows the influence of his student Giorgione, while "Feast of the Gods" was altered by his other famous student, Titian. Other works include "Madonna of the Meadow" and portrait of Doge Leonardo Loredan.
	Answer: Giovanni Bellini
2. (10 points) This Italian is known for his sensuous paintings in the "Loves of Jupiter" series, including "Io", "Ganymede", and "Leda".
	Answer: Antonio Allegri Correggio
3. (10 points) This artist and sculptor's nickname means "true eye". His works include the "Putto with Dolphin" and the equestrian monument of Colleoni.
	Answer: Andrea del Verrocchio (or Andrea di Cioni)

FTPE, show you know about groundless lame-ass speculation and name these schools of Greek philosophy.
1. (10 points) Thales, Anaximander, Anaximenes, and Anaxigoras were members of this school of philosophy named for a city on the Aegean coast of what is now Turkey.
	Answer: Milesian school (or Ionian school) 
2. (10 points) Often confused with Epicurianism, this school of thought flourished in the 3rd century. Founded by Aristippus, it held that immediate body gratification was the supreme good, rejecting "mental" pleasures.
	Answer: Cyreniacs
3. (10 points) This school was active in a city near Athens from the 5th to 3rd centuries BCE. Influenced by Socrates and the Eleatics and critical of Plato and Aristotle, they included Bryson, teacher of the Cynic Crates of Thebes, and Eubulides, developer of the strong liar paradox.
	Answer: Megarian school

FTPE, answer the following about a major South African writer and his work
1. (10 points) This novel tells of David Lurie, a professor of modern languages at Cape Town University College who has recently been relegated to adjunct professor of communications.
	Answer: Disgrace
2. (10 points) Name the author of Disgrace, also known for Waiting for the Barbarians and Dusklands, the latter of which contains the story The Vietnam Project.
	Answer: John Michael Coetzee
3. (10 points) Coetzee won the Booker Prize for this 1983 novel which concerns a man of limited intelligence caught up in a civil war in an unnamed country.
	Answer: Life and Times of Michael K

30-20-10, name the scientist.
1. (30 points) He coined the term "cosmic rays" while showing that they indeed do come from space in 1925. He also confirmed Einstein's photoelectric equation.
(20 points) He was awarded the Nobel Prize in part for his highly accurate determination of Planck's constant in 1916. He was also the first physicist to isolate the electron.
(10 points) He is most famous for an experiment in which oil was dropped between two horizontal metal plates connected to a high-voltage supply and made to levitate, thus proving that electrons carry a charge.
	Answer: Robert Millikan

FTPE, name the following about a Holy Roman Emperor.
1. (10 points) The son of Philip the Handsome and Joanna the Mad, this man was Holy Roman Emperor from 1519-56, and fought a number of wars against Protestants and his rival Francis I of France. In frustration he abdicated the throne in 1556, retiring to the monastery of San Yuste.
	Answer: Charles V
2. (10 points) Charles V's peak in power came after this 1547 battle in which the Duke of Alba defeated the forces of the Schmalkaldic League.
	Answer: Muhlberg
3. (10 points) Charles's son Philip II of Spain agreed to this 1559 treaty which ended Charles's wars in Europe.
	Answer: Cateau-Cambresis

FTPE, answer the following about Canaanite religion as described in a famous poem.
1. (10 points) According to the poem about him, this son of the supreme bull god El defeats Yam, the dragon god of the sea, using two thunderbolts crafted by the divine smith Koshar-wa-Khahis.
	Answer: Baal
2. (10 points) Seeking a palace, Baal and his ally, the war goddess Anat, visit this consort of El, who convinces El to let Baal have his palace for himself.
	Answer: Asherat
3. (10 points) Emboldened by his defeat of Yam, Baal next set his sights on this god of sterility and death. Gaining strength by copulating 88 times with a heifer, he descends into the underworld, and after a series of reverses finally emerges victorious.
	Answer: Mot

FTPE, name these American historical figures.
1. (10 points) This politician gained the nickname the "Great Pacificator" for his 1833 compromise during the nullification crisis. He also advocated a plan for internal improvements known as the "American System".
	Answer: Henry Clay
2. (10 points) Known for his Shakespearean library, this man served as president and chairman of the board of Standard Oil of New York from 1911-28.
	Answer: Henry Clay Folger
3. (10 points) Getting his start by dominating the coke oven business in the Connellsville coal district of Pennsylvania, he went on to chair Carnegie Steel during the Homestead Strike, which he put down. His home, renowned for its art collection, was bequeathed to New York City as a museum.
	Answer: Henry Clay Frick

FTPE, answer the following about light.
1. (10 points) Symbolized I sub v, this is a measure of the light-emitting ability of a light source, and is governed by Bouquer's Law.
	Answer: luminous intensity
2. (10 points) This is the SI unit of luminous intensity.
	Answer: candela
3. (10 points) These three laws, named for the 18th century physicist who stated them, hold that the illuminance of a surface is inversely proportional to the square of its distance from the light source, that if the light hits the surface at an angle theta, the illuminance is proportional to cosine theta, and that the luminous intensity of light decreases exponentially with the distance that it enters a medium.
	Answer: Lambert's Laws

F15PE, answer the following about a controversial field of study.
1. (15 points) This field began with the publication of a namesake book subtitled "The New Synthesis", which argued that natural selection shapes behavior in animals and humans, and although it has helped explain parental instincts and kin selection, critics have attacked it for its determinism.
	Answer: sociobiology
2. (15 points) This man founded sociobiology with his 1975 book. He is also known for the Pulitzer Prize winning "On Human Nature" and "Biophilia", in which he argued that human attraction to other living things is innate.
	Answer: Edward O. Wilson

FTPE, name these peoples of Africa.
1. (10 points) These people currently number about 85,000, with half living as nomadic hunters in regions like the Kalahari. Known for their yellowish brown color and use of a click language, they were formerly known as bushmen.
	Answer: San
2. (10 points) Related to the San people are these people numbering about 55,000 living mainly in Namibia and South Africa. Known as Hottentots by the Dutch, they also speak a click language, and while they have virtually disappeared as a group, the Namas still live as pastoral nomads.
	Answer: Khoikhoi
3. (10 points) This ethnic and linguistic group of about 120 million inhabits most of Africa south of the Congo, and specific tribes of these people include the Shona and Ndebele. In South Africa the term is used to refer to the native African population.
	Answer: Bantu

Much of what we know about the Trojan War comes from Homer and Virgil, but in the Middle Ages two other authors were just as influential. Name them, F15PE.
1. (15 points) This Trojan priest of Hephaestus who appears in the Iliad is the reputed author of a lost "eyewitness" account of the Trojan War. A purported Latin translation, the "Excidio Trojae historia", was an enormously influential pro-Trojan source of information about the war.
	Answer: Dares Phrygius
2. (15 points) This alleged author of a spurious chronicle was said to have accompanied the Cretan leader Idomeneus to the War. Lucius Septimus' translation of his pro-Greek eyewitness account rivaled the account of Dares Phrygius in influence.
	Answer: Dictys Cretensis

